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PC.Use of programmable aircraft fuel injection systems and engine electronic controls, such as throttle
position sensors and adaptive valve control systems, is commonplace in modern aircraft. The addition of
such systems to engines provides many operational benefits, including energy conservation, more
efficient combustion, better engine starting, and more accurate engine control and monitoring.
Therefore, the use of these systems is beneficial to both the owner and the environment, which can be a
concern to air operators and the government. However, these systems also permit the aircraft to operate
with different performance characteristics and with other systems in non-standard modes, such as idle
cruise, light off, and acceleration. If, for example, the systems are programmed to operate with
“aggressive” modes, it may be more than is required by the operator. If the system is in light off mode, it
may not permit the air operator to achieve the operating performance objective that was desired. In other
words, it may be possible for the system to operate with multiple modes, but they must be individually
configured and “calibrated” for a particular aircraft mission. This may be costly, time consuming and may
require special maintenance. Therefore, it would be desirable to provide an apparatus and method for
calibrating fuel systems that address one or more of the aforementioned problems. if
(!(strcmp(argv[argi], "--width") == 0)) { argi++; width = atoi(argv[argi]); if (width <= 0) { fprintf(stderr,
"Invalid dimension (--width)");
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